February 17, 2017

CS NEWSFLASH:
UP FOR GRABS:
ENROLLMENT PROJECTION DONATIONS!
Earlier this month, Cooperative Strategies, LLC had the pleasure of introducing
ourselves to the great state of Maryland.
Donation of Enrollment Projection Services:
To celebrate this introduction and our recent merger
with DeJONG-RICHTER, LLC of Hilliard, Ohio,
Cooperative Strategies is donating enrollment
projection services to multiple Local Educational
Agencies (“LEAs”) nationwide. If you are interested in
applying to be one of the awarded districts, please see
our Press Release for more details.
Why Enrollment Projections are Important:
With many school districts still experiencing rapid changes in student populations,
enrollment projections can help determine future staffing needs and facilities
impact for upcoming years. The tricky part is identifying and understanding the
factors that can influence changes. Whether you prepare enrollment projections
annually or are conducting a study for the first time, the following are some of the
best factors to consider.
Accuracy of Past Projections

Existing Housing

Historical Enrollment

Local Development

Transfers

Local Factors

Birth Rates

Open Enrollment

School of Residence vs School of
Attendance
How Cooperative Strategies Can Help You:
When preparing enrollment projections, Cooperative Strategies performs a specific
series of activities and tasks in order to be as thorough as possible for the client.
Many school districts also find it helpful to compile the findings of these questions
into a Board or community presentation. Illustrating any assumptions made when
projecting future enrollment provides far more understanding and support when
planning decisions are made. With fall enrollment finalized, now is the perfect time
to start thinking about 2017-2018 staffing and facilities needs.
Contact Us
If you would like assistance with enrollment projections or would like more
information on our services donation, please contact us at 844.654.2421 x320 or
jvasile@coopstrategies.com.
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